
Prediction of the penetration efficiency of 
proapoptotic peptides by cell-penetrating 
peptides (CPP)& anticancer peptides (ACP) 
using bioinformatics frameworks

The use of pro-apoptotic peptides as a potential treat-
ment for cancer is promising, but the hydrophobic barri-
er of cell membranes poses a challenge. Studies indi-
cate that the use of cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) 
can improve intracellular transfer. Our bioinformatics 
method evaluates four CPPs (TAT, R8, ATP 128, and Pen-
etramax) for transmiּמing pro-apoptotic sequences 

ed four anti-cancer peptides (LL37, Pexig, CLS001, and 
Magainin II) to enhance the effectiveness of CPPs. Our 
method selected 60 CppProAcp sequences with high 
absorption efficiency and assessed them for various 
properties, ultimately identifying 20 promising struc-
tures. This workflow 
can be applied to
 any CPP-peptide 
conjugation scheme.
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Abstract 
BH3 mimetics are promising for cancer treatment, but 

challenges like low uptake and lack of selectivity exist. 

Scientists are working to improve their effectiveness. 

Penetrating peptides can carry drugs and enter cells. 

There are 1855 types recorded in the CPPsite 2.0 data-

base. They can be derived from natural or non-natural 

proteins and transport various cargo types. CPPs can 

deliver proapoptotic peptides for cancer treat-

ment.ACP peptides, combined with CPPs, have poten-

tial in oncology treatment. CppProAcp, a non-toxic and 

non-antigenic compound, shows promise for clinical ap-

plication. Our SkipCPP-Pre model uses machine learn-

ing to predict CppProAcp activity, aiding targeted 

cancer treatment development. 

Introduction

We analyzed 12 peptide sequences for cellular uptake and stability and found 60 with high or moderate uptake efficiency. Most peptides had basic pI 
and a high aliphatic index, and stable peptides had an instability index below 40. CPP sequences did not significantly affect solubility. We found that 
proapoptotic and antimicrobial peptides can affect structure, but CPP sequences do not contribute. The folding rate is important for proper function, and 
CppProAcp sequences require a very low folding rate. None of the 32 selected sequences were found to be toxic.
Materials and Methods
We obtained CPP and ACP sequences from databases and predicted their absorption efficiency using CPPred-RF. Physiochemical properties, solubility, and We obtained CPP and ACP sequences from databases and predicted their absorption efficiency using CPPred-RF. Physiochemical properties, solubility, and 
3D structures were analyzed using online tools such as ProtParam, RCSB PDB, and SCOOP/FoldX. We also analyzed the potential for allergies, immunogenic-
ity, RBC lysis, and toxicity using web servers like AllergenFP, VaxiJen V2.0, HemoPI, and ToxinPred

OurOur research focused on the obstacles in delivering pro-apoptotic peptides as anticancer drugs, and recent developments in tumor targeting. We re-
trieved CPP and ACP sequences from databases and used CPPred-RF to predict their absorption efficiency for proapoptotic transfer. Our study provides a 
foundation for further investigations in vitro and in vivo and offers an opportunity to integrate independent peptides as a potential source for biotherapeu-
tics or drug carriers.
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